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About This Game

HEADER GOAL VR

INTRODUCTION

Axel Rix, a young soccer player. Since being selected for the England National Football Team he was the center of attention.
Nowadays, things are not going well for him. In his last couple of games, he was the main reason behind the loss especially with

his inaccurate headers. The media and the supporters are started being so heavy on him. Increased pressure on his shoulders
made him behave like a lunatic and lastly, he has been kicked out of the national team. His career has taken a serious damage.
He can’t bring himself to this situation. To get back to his once successful days he starts to train really hard. While he keeps on

working, extraordinary things start to happen around him, which will eventually lead him to become the hero of an another
story.

DESCRIPTION

Header Goal VR is a physics based, action pumped, virtual reality sports game with a simulation like interaction dynamics.
Through its story based levels you find yourself in the place of the character Axel Rix who is a young soccer player. Your main

goal is to hit thrown balls by heading while targeting various objects in a soccer training field. Each stage has a unique level
design. To achieve a better score, you should have a plan. Even hitting the targets in the right order makes a great difference.

You will start feel like Axel within the immersive atmosphere of the game.

Being able to hit a virtual ball in the most natural and realistic way makes Header Goal VR the most entertaining way of heading
a ball.

FEATURES
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-Story Based Gameplay
-Physics based, natural and realistic heading dynamics

-Fully dynamic lighting
-Destroyable, breakable objects

-Combo Mechanism
-Unique and challenging levels

-Easy to Learn, difficult to master game dynamics
-Achievements
-Leaderboard

-Multi-Language User Interface
-HTC Vive & Oculus Rift Support

PLANNED UPCOMING FEATURES

-2 new episodes each including 10 different levels
-Endless Mode

and more…
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Title: Header Goal VR: Being Axel Rix
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Codemodeon
Publisher:
Codemodeon
Release Date: 16 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7+

Processor: Intel Core i5 4590 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970/AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or greater

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,Turkish
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header goal vr being axel rix

Loved this game. I was very stoned at the time when I played it, but I was so drawn in.
Game left me wanting so much more, but part of the beauty being how much you don't want to know
I was terrified and engrossed
Weed\/10. fun to play.. Another wave based shooter.
The barrels don't attack until they get to you so no duck and cover or movement needed.
They come at you like alien zombies.
Nice theme and art style.
Interesting enough with the slingshot and trying to guage the angles of your tomatoes.
You get 1 dynamite. Wish there were one or two more options for throwables, then this game would be perfect for the price.. I
wish I would have read reviews before I bought this game. The truth is that even though it is priced low, it should still be a good
playing experience. This game only pops up in a small window--it cannot be played in full screen. Further, and I should have
already known this, the controls are not quick enough for a solid Ms. Pac-man experience. In other words, you really need a
joystick for this. I say this at the risk of sounding very old, but I thought I would enjoy it with the keyboard, but I do not. It is
just not fast enough.

Too bad.... Such a good game, does get hard as you get onto higher levels. Really enjoyable. Insincere cool game in the style of
horror, you Joseph Walker A.I. Researcher corp, you have to stop the epidemic.

+ Old-school graphics, for me personally, this is a plus, as it resembles the old and good games.
+ Damage dealt by the player are saved on the objects.
+ Not a bad story
+ Good soundtrack

- No change in screen resolution

In general, players do not play in the old-school games it may not like but all players with 90s definitely recommend 9/10.. Nice
game, sometimes i´m enjoying these tropical settings, in case that im not able to afford me a real vacation:)

Though the game is a bit short, but quite challenging the towards the end. if you like 3rd person, consider it to be worth to
play.. how i loved this game, it annoyed my house mates in the 1990's when the volume was high and all they could hear was
PIKE MEN READY!!!

i bought it for a trip down memory lane and now i cannot stop humming the siege music

classic game, AI is flawed and castle sieges are a walk in the park, but how i loved this game, i slipped back into this game on
hard with no starting resources and it still rocks.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kUHCbWO8PjM
Legend of Kay is a mixed bag for me. I think it is honestly worth a look if you are a fan of the action platforming genre, but it
does little more than bring a somewhat unpolished entry into the steam library. "Unpolished?" Yes, there are fetch quests in
abundance with multiple legs of "find x item" that distract from the main quest.

The combat is engaging and elegant, but beware: complex combos that lock you into a string of animations that you cannot
cancel out of. Combos are hard to do even on a controller, mainly because if you are not swift as almost an immediate press, you
will be locked into a different combo than what you were attempting.

The cutscenes are fully voiceacted, as well as the supporting cast and NPCS. This is a good and bad thing as the voice acting is
hit or miss. I personally did not mind it, but my tolerance level is that I can watch some, not all, anime in english dub. Yup, so I
don't think I'm a good judge at this category. Another thing that comes up is that cutscenes are inconsistent: some are skippable
some are not.

Sound design is pleasing, but there are no intros or fades. Still, I would recommend this game for any fans of the genre despite
its shortcomings. One final criticism: the only graphical option you have on PC is brightness. No resolution, no scaling of
textures, nothing. Just gamma.. Fun party game to play with your friends,
downside is that it could use more Geckos :(. 07/07/18) 14 months since devs promised to keep in touch and update the game
'soon'. Guess their idea of soon varies wildly to everyone else's? Still no comms from them, yet they peddle their new game
while ignoring this one, guess they don't undertand social media and that their name is mud to a large community at the moment.

(23/07/16) Don't buy or be fooled into thinking its still under development. Original devs took the cash and ran, and i was taken
up up by a new team about 6-7 months ago with big promises made. Yes, there have been monthly updates, shame its mostly
cosmetic fixes that don't make this (barely) tech demo an actual game that you can play!

(27/12/16) Now almost the end of 2016, no sight or sound from the devs since June '16. Chalk this one up as
dead/abandoned/scam and save your cash.

May 2017, Dev's reappeared and new promise's made, going off current form, there's a snowball's chance in hell of them
keeping it. More of a bit of bait to fool more people into parting with their hard earned cash to the scum.

Oct 2017, 5 months on from the statement that work was ongoing and they would now stay in communication. Nither has
happened so my recomendation is to stir clear unless you like broken (not even tech demo) paperweights in your Steam
account.. There's an amazing group of devs behind this game. I have been playing WoA since long before the Steam release and
it's great to see this game coming to fruition. The devs update this game so much, that even if you have an issue with the game,
they will fix it within a day. It's refreshing to see devs that actually care about their customers. Keep up the hard work.. boring,
thirdperson broken, and lazily made
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